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BY DAVID F. CARR AND EDWARD CONE

Delta Air Lines Flight 705 from Atlanta to Salt
Lake City was at cruising altitude on Feb. 27
when a female passenger began to complain of
severe chest pains. Fortunately, the tool was now 
in place that could help an air traffic controller
quickly engineer an emergency landing route
into Memphis. This small feat represents one of 
the first victories the Federal Aviation
Administration can claim after billions of dollars
have been wasted trying to get control of air
traffic over North America.

Course
Correction

PHOTOGRAPH BY WOLF HOFFMANN NEW TOOLS HELP AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER
KENNY ELLIS ROUTE AND LAND

COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT MORE EFFECTIVELY
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Using a sophisticated new computer system called the
User Request Evaluation Tool, or URET, Ellis could nearly
instantly approve a flight path and coordinate with the tow-
er controllers responsible for the plane’s final approach.
“URET lets you have more confidence in your decisions,”
says Ellis. “Just by a quick glance at the alert boxes on the left
of the screen, I could see that URET didn’t predict him to
be in conflict with any other aircraft.”

He then checked a graphical depiction of the new route,
projected 20 minutes into the future and overlayed a
map of his airspace and surrounding sectors. “From that
display, I could see the point where his route was esti-
mated to enter Memphis Approach Control’s airspace.”
With the path and entry point clear, he was able to okay
the best possible emergency route.

Better en route traffic management could save hun-
dreds of millions of dollars per year in lost time and fuel
costs for airlines operating in the United States, the ulti-
mate end-users of this new system. The FAA hopes
URET will eliminate as much as $100 million of the es-
timated $1 billion in routing-related waste that accrues,
flight by flight, across the civil aviation system each year.
Early indications are that that goal may be exceeded. 

Memphis was a key test-site before URET’s national rollout
began in late 2001. One early beneficiary: Federal Express, the
package delivery firm which uses Memphis as its main hub for
receiving, sorting and resending packages destined for all parts
of the United States. With the new URET system, all FedEx
planes get optimal routes. The freight shipper runs 130 planes
a night out of Memphis. Ninety have standard, “most-efficient’’
routes. The other 40 now get fast routes designed by URET,
where only a handful got assistance before.

“The staffing is minimal on the midnight shift, but the

box-haulers want to go as far down the road as they can on a
direct path,” says Memphis-based air traffic controller Phillip
Hardee. The fewer en route course changes, the quicker and
cheaper the flight. “In the past you could accommodate them
according to your workload. Now, you can help them all.” 

Such early user satisfaction among both controllers and car-
riers could make URET a significant success for the Federal
Aviation Administration, the agency in charge of the nation’s
air traffic infrastructure. The controllers get faster, easier-to-use

information, the airlines save money, and passengers may
get a smoother ride by avoiding storms and arrive a little
earlier. In the case of Delta Flight 705 and other nearby
planes, the safety level may even go up a bit as a passen-
ger in pain is rushed to an airstrip near a waiting hospital. 

But URET’s on-time, close-to-budget delivery may
make it something more: a demarcation point in the
turnaround of what has been one of the largest and least
successful information technology projects in history. 

Modernization of the U.S. air traffic control system
has been a disaster story of epic proportions. The General
Accounting Office estimates the cost of the push to mod-
ernize its information systems that the FAA started in
1981 will top $45 billion by 2005 (See “Grounded: The

Ugly History of Tool Development at the FAA,’’ at WWW.BASE-
LINEMAG.COM/GROUNDED). Until recently, there was little to
show for it. The most visible failure: the Advanced Automation
System, which aimed to replace at one stroke several key com-
puter and display systems, including the core mainframe ar-
chitecture and the display screens that show controllers the
planes in a given sector. That project cost more than $2.6 bil-
lion before the plug was pulled in 1994. By comparison, the
Hoover Dam cost just $2.1 billion in today’s dollars. 

The GAO estimates $1.5 billion of the $2.6 billion was
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Headquarters: 800 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, D.C. 20591
Phone: (202) 366-4000
Business: U.S. Federal agency overseeing civil aviation, including air traffic control and airports
Top Technology Executives: Steve Zaidman, Associate Administrator for Research and
Acquisitions; Dan Mehan, Chief Information Officer
Financials: $14.2 billion (FY 2002 budget)
Challenge: Modernize air traffic control despite lengthy inability to upgrade systems effectively
Baseline Goals:
�Deploy new terminal area control system without exceeding revised $1.4 billion budget
�Reduce airplane delays from 253 per 100,000 departures, to no more than 171
�Cut the number of fatalities from 3.7 in every 10 million departures, to no more than 1
�Reduce the errors controllers make to no more than 5 in every 1 million maneuvers

they manage, from 7.3

The Boeing 767-400, carrying 283
passengers, needed to make an unplanned landing in
Tennessee. In an FAA facility at Memphis International
Airport, air traffic controller Kenny Ellis got busy figuring
out the safest and most direct route through the busy
midday skies. There were more than a dozen planes just
in his mid-altitude sector of the sky at the time.

CONTROLLERS
GET FASTER,
EASIER-TO-
USE INFOR-
MATION. AIR-
LINES SAVE
MONEY. AND
A PASSENGER
IN PAIN JUST
MIGHT GET TO
A HOSPITAL
FASTER.
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completely wasted, meaning none of the work could be sal-
vaged. Modernization limped along for the next few years, al-
ways haunted by the FAA’s record of ineptitude, which in turn
made the frequently cash-strapped airlines reluctant to invest
in equipment for their planes to work with the new systems.

Now, though, there is evidence that things are getting
better at the FAA. “We are seeing a lot of positive signs,” says
GAO analyst Belva Martin, citing a change in management
focus under FAA administrator Jane Garvey and the incre-
mental development strategy behind programs such as
URET. “They are moving in the right direction.”

Controller Ellis, a 17-year veteran, also sees a change.
“Overall, the FAA is doing better at delivering what we need.” 

Garvey, appointed by President Clinton in 1997, has pushed
for changes in the way systems are developed and deployed. She
emphasizes buy-in from users, including controllers, who have
more say over the look and feel of new equipment, and cost-
conscious airlines, now losing $7 billion a year, which have more
input into where and when systems are deployed.

CHALLENGE: ESTABLISHING CREDIBILITY
This is a critical moment for Garvey’s modernization plan.
After the Sept. 11 attacks on the U.S., she said in a speech to
the National Air Traffic Control Association, “Our modern-
ization plans will move ahead full throttle. Traffic will re-

bound. Demand will come back. Aviation is simply too im-
portant; too integral to our economy, to the fabric of our so-
ciety, to our quality of life. It would be the height of
irresponsibility for us to think or plan otherwise.”

The Department of Transportation Inspector General’s
Office did suggest in a December report that the FAA pause
to re-examine URET’s parent program, Free Flight, and its
broader plans for technology changes. The idea was raised
“to assess security risks with the Free Flight concept, which
technologies should receive priority, and how the agency’s di-
verse efforts can be more effectively linked together.” 

However, FAA officials say they have already gone through
that process and concluded they can’t afford to let their plans
slide. Flight delays were plaguing air passengers and freight be-
fore Sept. 11, and even with the terrorist-induced slowdown in
traffic the rate of delays rose slightly in 2001, according to FAA
statistics [see “FAA: Getting the Air Into A System,’’ p. 33].

“Systems of this magnitude require long lead times to im-
plement,” says Amr El Sawy, general manager of the Mitre
Center for Advanced Aviation Development, a federally fund-
ed research lab that works with the FAA. “What would you
say when the traffic comes back? This requires consistent
commitment and a consistent push on deployment.”

Indeed, with the number of passengers dropping as much
as 30% in the last quarter of 2001 and 350 aircraft getting tak-

THE FAA PLAYER ROSTER

INSIDE THE AGENCY
Jane F. Garvey

Administrator
Role: Since she
was sworn into of-
fice in August
1997, Garvey’s
most significant
course change at

the 49,000-person agency has
been to try to establish collab-
orative decision-making, in-
volving unions, controllers and
system maintenance person-
nel. Previously, she was the di-
rector of Logan Airport and
deputy administrator of the
Federal Highway
Administration.

Steven Zaidman
Associate Administrator for
Research and Acquisitions 
Role: Zaidman’s organization
has prime responsibility for de-
signing upgrades to the National
Airspace System and for select-
ing products and services to fur-
ther that goal. Zaidman joined
the FAA in 1974 from the U.S.
Navy. He was named to his cur-
rent post in July 1998.

Charlie Keegan
Director,
Operational
Evolutionary Plan
Role: A 22-year FAA
veteran and former
air traffic controller,
Keegan was the

founding director of the FAA’s
systems development office
known as Free Flight in 1998,
and last year was named direc-

tor of the FAA’s master plan for
the introduction of new tech-
nologies, the Operational
Evolutionary Plan.

John F. Thornton
Director, Free
Flight
Role: It’s
Thornton’s job to
make sure the
Free Flight
program delivers

systems that controllers will
accept as an improvement,
while also delivering tangible
benefits for the airlines and the
flying public. He is a former
controller who was fired during
the PATCO strike.

Bill Voss
Director,
Terminal
Business Service
Role: Voss runs
the FAA unit over-
seeing the devel-
opment and, now,

deployment of the Standard
Terminal Replacement System
(STARS) to the radar facilities
that handle airplane arrivals
and departures. Before he was
appointed to that post in June
2001, he ran the FAA’s air traf-
fic systems development or-
ganization.

OUTSIDE THE AGENCY
Diane DeSua
Director of URET CCLD
Program, Lockheed Martin
Air Traffic Management
Role: DeSua oversees the proj-

ect that gave controllers a bet-
ter tool for rerouting planes in
flight. She holds degrees from
Carnegie Mellon and George
Washington universities; joined
Lockheed in 1978 and has held
several management positions
in software development.

Frank S. Marchilena
Executive VP,
Raytheon, and
president of the
Command,
Control, Com-
munication, and
IS division

Role: As head of the Raytheon
unit that makes the STARS sys-
tem and has been modifying it
for FAA use, Marchilena has
been obliged to testify before
Congress at hearings on the
progress of the project.
Although changes to the sys-
tem requested by controllers
knocked STARS off schedule,
he maintains Raytheon has
done a good job of modifying
software and gearing up for
full deployment.

Agam N. Sinha
Vice President,
Mitre Center for
Advanced
Aviation Systems
Development
Role: As an execu-
tive of this federal-

ly funded research lab, Sinha
has worked on FAA and inter-
national projects dealing with
the evolution of air traffic man-
agement, communications,

navigation, and surveillance
systems. He also acted as a
mediator between the FAA and
its unions during negotiations
over changes the unions want-
ed made to Raytheon’s STARS
air traffic control system.

Bill Blackmer
Safety and technology direc-
tor, National Air Traffic
Control Association
Role: In his post since1998,
Blackmer fights to ensure con-
trollers have a say in the de-
sign of new air traffic computer
systems. While he has com-
plaints, he gives Garvey credit
for getting controllers more in-
volved in the process.
Blackmer got his start as a U.S.
Army air traffic controller in
1982 and worked for the FAA
in the mid-80s.

George L. Donohue
Professor, George Mason
University
Role: Donohue previously
served as the assistant admin-
istrator for research and 
acquisitions at the FAA,
where he was known for his
efforts to reform the acquisi-
tions system. Donohue 
oversaw the selection of the
STARS system.

To protect roster members’
privacy, their e-mail addresses
are omitted. Inquiries or com-
ments directed at these indi-
viduals should be sent to
Baseline@ziffdavis.com. They
will be forwarded.
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schedule may prove ambitious if deployment of a related dig-
ital radar system continues to lag, according to the GAO.

An inspector general’s office report also singled out
URET for its cost, saying the FAA now estimates the
first release will overshoot its original $172 million
budget by 14 to 21%, meaning it will end up somewhere
between $194.8 million and $207.6 million. However,
the agency says that extra cost has to be measured
against URET’s benefits and speed of deployment.

“The knock against the FAA in the past has been
that we couldn’t deliver what we promised,” says John
Thornton, acting director of the Free Flight office re-
sponsible for URET.

Free Flight was created by Garvey  to bring new tech-
nologies like URETto the field more quickly. Free Flight’s
secret sauce is a technique called “spiral development”—
known within the agency as “build a little, test a little, de-
ploy a little”—an approach quite different from the FAA’s

traditional practice of delivering (or failing to deliver) enor-
mous projects in one big package on a specified date. 

Lockheed Martin is a longtime FAA contractor and the
lead vendor on the $629 million URET program. “There are

en out of the skies and parked, timing may be working in the
FAA’s favor. It has a chance to get its new systems in place be-
fore capacity becomes an issue at America’s airports again.

Nobody inside the agency or out pretends the turn-
around is complete—or that the job will ever truly be
done, given the size of the system and the continuing
advance of technology. Sitting in his tenth-floor office
in the FAA’s box-like headquarters just across the street
from the Smithsonian museum complex, assistant ad-
ministrator for research and acquisitions Steven Zaid-
man is guardedly positive. “We’ve got some successes,
we’ve got some losers,” says the rumpled and world-
weary veteran of some of the FAA’s darkest hours. 

The GAO continues to flag a variety of FAA initia-
tives as among the government’s most high-risk tech-
nology projects. A key example is the Standard Terminal
Automation Replacement System (STARS) project to
bring new technology to the controllers who manage
airport arrivals and departures. STARS has grown from the
$940 million project envisioned when Raytheon won the
contract in 1996 to $1.4 billion, and is running about 4 years
behind, with completion now expected in 2008. Even that
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BASE TECHNOLOGIES

The Federal Aviation Administration has spent billions trying to upgrade
its systems for managing the nation’s air traffic. New systems are finally
making their way to control towers and ground facilities.

Programming Languages
Most new production systems coded in C/C++, which are ANSI standard
programming languages. Some less performance-critical analytical appli-
cations written in Sun Microsystems’ Java language.

Operating Systems
As part of a move toward Unix-based open systems for the core com-
ponents of the Air Traffic Control System, the FAA selected IBM’s ver-

sion of Unix, known as AIX, for its Digital System Replacement (DSR)
project. The Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System
(STARS) incorporates Sun Microsystems Inc.’s version of Unix, Solaris.
One difference: DSR is so tightly wedded to a now-obsolete AIX re-
lease (3.5) that the FAA had to purchase AIX source code rights in or-
der to maintain the system. STARS, by contrast, is designed to be able
to follow the upgrade path for Solaris and for Sun processors.

Application Product Supplier

Airport approach 
and departure control 
(old system) 

Automated Radar Terminal System (various versions).
ARTS feeds radar data to controller workstations and assists
with the process of steering planes into and out of the 
airport vicinity.

Lockheed Martin (acquired and
continues to upgrade systems
originally developed by IBM)

Airport approach 
and departure control 
(new system)  

Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System. FAA
says STARS improves on ARTS because it will be easier to main-
tain and adds features such as color displays. STARS leverages
standard hardware and open technologies like Unix.

Raytheon

En Route center controller
workstations

Display System Replacement. Provides updated workstation for
controllers who manage long flights.

Lockheed Martin

En Route center back end
(old system)

Host Computer System. Tracks radar data in comparison with
flight plans. Currently consists of legacy software running on
IBM mainframe hardware.

Lockheed Martin

En Route center back end 
(future system)

The En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) project. Aims
to replace Host with more adaptable and maintainable software.

Lockheed Martin

Route planning 
and flight conflict resolution

User Request Evaluation Tool (URET). Helps En Route con-
trollers grant pilot requests for more direct routing, while also
detecting flight plan conflicts that would violate safety rules.

Research prototype: Mitre
Production version: Lockheed
Martin

SOURCES: FAA, BASELINE

BUILD A 
LITTLE. TEST
A LITTLE.
DEPLOY A
LITTLE. THE
FAA NO
LONGER
PRACTICES
‘BIG BANG’
DEVELOP-
MENT.
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�The FAA devel-
ops training plan
that includes
process improve-
ment ideas from
the Software
Engineering
Institute’s Capability
Maturity Model
(CMM) program.
�Department of
Transportation
Inspector General
Mary Schiavo quits
after 110 people
die on ValuJet
Flight 592. She
calls the crash
proof that the FAA
accepts a philoso-
phy of ”acceptable
losses” to protect
airline profits.
�The FAA gives
Raytheon a $940
million contract to
develop a new ter-
minal area control
system known as
STARS.

�Jane Garvey
confirmed as new
FAA administrator,
pursues strategy
of collaboration
with the airlines
and the FAA’s own
unions
�FAA creates its
own, integrated
Capability Maturity
Model (iCMM), for
software develop-
ment, systems en-
gineering, and sys-
tems acquisition.
�FAA begins
negotiating new
requirements for
STARS, following
complaints from
controllers and
maintenance
workers.

�Special proj-
ects office, Free
Flight, established
to promote tech-
nologies that pro-
vide greater flexi-
bility in controlling
air traffic.
�Lockheed
Martin hired to
turn a Free Flight
project, the User
Request Evaluation
Tool, into a pro-
duction system.
�The FAA, its
unions, and
Raytheon agree to
a new set of
STARS specifica-
tions. The project-
ed cost is now
$1.4 billion.

�Dan Mehan,
formerly of AT&T,
named the FAA’s
first chief informa-
tion officer.
�Lockheed
Martin completes
an upgrade of the
mainframe com-
puters in the FAA’s
Host and Oceanic
air traffic control
systems. The sys-
tem continues to
run on existing
software.
�A stripped-
down version of
STARS is deployed
in El Paso.
Meanwhile, an up-
graded version of
the existing sys-
tem, known as
ARTS, is deployed
at five high-volume
facilities.

�Clinton admin-
istration orders the
FAA to create a
”performance-
based organiza-
tion” for air traffic
control, to be run
by a chief operat-
ing officer.
�Lockheed
Martin completes
deployment of
new displays and
workstations in all
20 “en route” cen-
ters handling air-
planes in flight.
�First full
version of STARS is
deployed at Eglin
Air Force Base,
without the dis-
play-information
changes requested
by civilian con-
trollers.

�Congress
raises the top
salary for the
COO position to
$400,000, but the
position remains
unfilled.
�Lockheed
Martin deploys
first production
version of the user
request evaluation
tool in Kansas City.
Prototype created
by Mitre and de-
ployed in Memphis
and Indianapolis
proves useful.
�Syracuse
becomes the sec-
ond site to deploy
the limited version
of STARS, with the
new ‘user inter-
face’ that contains
more flight data

FAA: Getting the Air Into a System C a s e  D i s s e c t i o n  0 1 7
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BASELINE 

The FAA set a goal of cutting delays to 171 per 100,000 landings and takeoffs. 
But delays have been rising instead.

With controllers’ ”operational errors” increasing, rather than decreasing, the FAA backs off on its
goal of reducing mistakes that lead to unsafe separation between aircraft.

The FAA has been beating its goal of reducing the percentage of fatal flights, from 0.51 fatal
accidents per 100,000 commercial departures. The rate stood at 0.37 per 100,000 departures in 2001.

ERRORS: Controllers’ mistakes are increasing …

ACCIDENTS: But the most important goal—reducing fatal crashes—is being met and exceeded.

DELAYS: Planes keep leaving and arriving later and later …

710365936104839301028780183973407104638328568383590391034701648551046239463262805-28951036925483568294730748264836592701749276493635903827302
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DELAYS
per 100,000

BASELINE 

SOURCE: FAA
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some differences in working with Free Flight that helped
make this program successful,” says Diane DeSua, director of
the URET program at Lockheed Martin. “Their relationship
with their users, the agreements with the unions from the be-
ginning, working with the controllers, it all helped keep the
requirements stable.” Also important was the early involve-
ment of the airlines, which through the industry group
RTCA Inc. (organized in 1935 as the Radio Technical
Commission for Aeronautics) helped decide where
URET should be deployed first.

Spiral development is now becoming religion with-
in the FAA proper, and is credited in part with reviv-
ing the STARS program. Costs grew and speed had
suffered as  controllers objected to changes in the hard-
ware and software they touched, and the agency ulti-
mately agreed to make modifications to its “off-
the-shelf ” approach that weren’t in the original plan. 

Once that was decided, however, the agency worked
to develop a process that would help controllers buy
into plans and results. The project was restructured so
the first phase would include only the hardware and soft-
ware used by controllers, grafted onto the existing backend
computer that tracks planes in the airport vicinity.

This Early Display Capability (EDC) was rolled out to rela-
tively low-volume airports in El Paso, Texas, and Syracuse, N.Y.,
in December 1999 and January 2001, respectively. By giving con-
trollers practical experience with the new workstations, the
STARS team gathered feedback for later full-service releases.

Garvey also created a chief information officer position,
now filled by former AT&T International CIO Dan Mehan.
Mehan doesn’t directly control air traffic systems develop-
ment but has a role in setting strategy. In addition to such
traditional technology tasks as upgrading the e-mail system,
the CIO sets standards and promotes development and
process-improvement methodologies. He also has the point
on information security, more pressing after 9/11.

But the bulk of the responsibility for acquiring air traffic
control hardware and software, contracting for development
services, supervising the contracts, and testing new systems
lies with Zaidman, the assistant administrator for research
and acquisitions. Other FAA divisions set requirements for
new systems and make sure safety rules are enforced.

Even with the focus on buy-in and lowering risks on
big projects, there are plenty of critics who say the
progress the FAA has made is inadequate. “The problem
is we don’t really have a grand plan,” says John-Paul
Clarke, a professor of aeronautics and astronautics at
MIT. He sees the successes the FAA points to as baby
steps too incremental to solve the system’s real prob-
lems, such as delays and controller productivity in the
face of sometimes-overwhelming traffic volume.

With demand expected to resume its historical growth
in lockstep with the nation’s Gross National Product,
Clarke says the FAA needs to do more to meet that de-
mand. “What the FAA is working on is all incremental,
small Band-Aids that will give you small improvements—
1% or 2% here and there. We need something bold, some-

thing that will handle 50% more capacity.” 
The Operational Evolutionary Plan (OEP) under which

the FAA tries to show how all its programs fit together isn’t
a “grand plan,” Clarke says. “That’s let’s see what we’re
doing and put it all together in one document.”

OEP Director Charlie Keegan says the document is more
than that—it’s where the FAAlays out its commitments to the
industry about what it will deliver and when. Keegan, previ-
ously the founding director of the Free Flight program, says
working with the industry to determine what needs to be done
and setting deadlines is a big cultural change for the FAA. As
for complaints that it’s not enough, he declares, “We don’t see
any magic available.” The best solution for the system’s prob-
lems is to make determined, steady progress, not only on tech-
nology but also on basics like paving new runways, he says.

When Air Traffic Control Became NATIONAL DEFENSE
After Sept. 11, a key piece of FAA technology was deployed at
the Colorado Springs headquarters of the North American
Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD). Inside the military
agency’s Cheyenne Mountain facilities now sits a duplicate ver-
sion of Explorer, the master tracking system that displays all the
commercial aircraft flying across the country at any time.

Communications between the civilian and defense air watch-
dogs also has been enhanced by a direct phone line. And NORAD
personnel are now on-site at FAA headquarters and regional air
traffic centers to speed reaction to any emergencies, says Major
Barry Venable of NORAD.

But no project aimed at modernizing the FAA’s methods of
controlling airplane traffic likely would have made a difference to
the four doomed flights of Sept. 11, 2001, aviation experts and
administration officials say.

The biggest problem that day was more psychological than tech-
nological: the assumption that these hijackers, like others before
them, would force the planes’ pilots to make unscheduled landings,
not seize control of the aircraft and turn them into missiles.

Although the FAA has a history of letting projects run well
behind schedule, those systems, which allow pilots to change
course in flight and give them better options when they take off
and land, are designed to improve normal air traffic. They are de-
signed to get regularly scheduled flights to their destinations

more efficiently, not cope with hostile takeovers of aircraft.
Not that the FAA is beyond blame in what happened last fall.

Security lapses allowed hijackers to get on board planes with
box-cutters and knives. And there are technologies that might
have made a difference if placed in cockpits, such as location
transmitters that can’t be turned off.

“Things like that have been bandied about for a long time,”
says Mary Schiavo, the former Department of Transportation
Inspector General who has long criticized the FAA for being too
hesitant to mandate new equipment that would improve safety.

A transponder, for instance, makes a plane easier to track be-
cause it provides identifying information, in addition to amplifying
the signal sent back in response to a radar pulse. Tracking a
plane that doesn’t want to be tracked also can be done the old
fashioned way, by bouncing a signal off the skin of the aircraft.
But that is trickier and could involve NORAD, which has been
criticized by online magazine Slate for its own slow response in
September (HTTP://SLATE.MSN.COM/?ID=2060825).

Schiavo points to streaming video from the cockpit as a
technological improvement that “would have been truly 
lifesaving” because authorities could have seen the cockpit being
invaded and the pilots killed. But prior to September, pilots 
opposed the idea, figuring it was meant to check up on them,
she says. —D.C., E.C.
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THE FAA IS
WORKING ON
SMALL
BAND-AIDS.
“WE NEED
SOMETHING
BOLD, THAT
WILL HANDLE
50% MORE
CAPACITY.’’ 
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George L. Donohue, a systems engineering professor at
George Mason University who once ran research and acqui-
sitions for the FAA, says much of what’s wrong with the
agency stems from an inability to stand up to its unions, who
wind up holding veto power over what gets deployed.

His bitterness stems largely from STARS, the Raytheon
system selected on his watch. STARS was originally devel-
oped for Norway, and has since been deployed elsewhere in
Europe and the world. Donohue thought it could be de-
ployed in the U.S., with a few tweaks. But the National Air
Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) complained it
hadn’t been consulted adequately and warned the system
would be unsafe if deployed in its original form.

The controllers wanted STARS to have an ABC keyboard
like the one they had grown used to, rather than the QW-
ERTY keyboard Raytheon proposed. Although not neces-
sarily the most logical or ergonomic, QWERTY is the
standard typewriter and computer keyboard, named after a
key sequence on the left side. Controllers wanted STARS to
mimic consoles of the existing Automated Radar Terminal
System (ARTS) system. That not only meant giving STARS
an ABC keyboard but also a bunch of knobs and dials re-
sembling the analog controls on an ARTS console. 

Controllers said they feared that in a crisis they might
lose critical time reaching for a knob that wasn’t there or
hesitating over an unfamiliar keyboard. The knobs provide
fast access to functions such as changing the range of radar
data displayed on the screen.

Bill Blackmer, the safety and technology director for
NATCA, says there is nothing so crazy about controllers
demanding hardware tailored to their high-pressure job.
Besides, TRACON controllers don’t sit at a keyboard and
type. Instead, they occasionally hit a few keys required to ac-
complish a specific function.

“These programs were being built by people used to
building PC computers,” Blackmer says. “The engineers
thought we’d sit in front of the computer and go through all
the windows and menus. They didn’t realize that time is the
enemy of the air traffic controller.”

Today, the FAA’s strategy is that working with its unions
makes more sense than working against them. In any case,
the FAA heads charged with leading the development and
deployment of new systems don’t have the power to change
the rules of the game. Given the hand they have been dealt,
they are playing the game more skillfully than before, and
they are starting to stack up some wins. 
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There is more to the FAA’s spiral development process than
an iterative, try and try again methodology.

“It is being commonly practiced—and in some cases, common-
ly malpracticed,” says Barry Boehm, Director of the Software
Engineering Center at the University of California.

Many corporate technology projects start with a prototype
that is refined through many iterations until it’s declared a
production system.

But unless the development cycles are organized around a risk
assessment, Boehm says it’s easy to fall victim to “hazardous spi-
ral look-alikes.” For example, a project may win approval on the
basis of a dynamite prototype with a fatal flaw—the developers
made it look impressive by giving the demo computer far more
memory and network bandwidth than would ever be available in
the field. The project fails because of an unsound architecture.

Connecting development cycles with risk makes all the differ-
ence, says Boehm, who has promoted the spiral approach since the
1980s, after working on government contracts for TRW.

The key is to organize your project plan around eliminating the
biggest risks as early as possible, he says. Each development cycle
includes a reassessment of risks and assumptions, the creation of a
functioning prototype, an evaluation of lessons learned, and a go/no
go decision for the next phase.

The spiral approach is a reaction to the “waterfall” methodolo-
gy, commonly illustrated as an irreversible flow down a series of
steps, from the original determination of objectives and require-
ments to the production software that emerges at the bottom.
The waterfall approach can be appropriate when the require-
ments and development challenges are clearly understood,
Boehm says. But it can be disastrous to commit to requirements
up front, before their impact is clear.

Boehm often uses the example of a government contract TRW
won from “one of those agencies that prefers not to see its name
in print.” The only detail he can share is that the contract re-
quired a 3-second response time on queries against a large data-
base. After agreeing to these terms, TRW discovered it could only
achieve this result with an exotic client-server architecture that
would inflate the project cost to $100 million. On the other hand,
TRW could cut development costs to $30 million if the require-
ment could be a 4-second response time—which was good
enough to make 90% of the users happy.

The FAA’s best example of spiral development at work comes
from a Free Flight project called the passive Final Approach
Spacing Tool, or pFAST, that was supposed to increase the rate of
landings at major airports. This tool was targeted at Terminal Radar
Approach Control (TRACON) facilities as part of a $224 million pro-

gram called the Center TRACON Automation System (CTAS) that
grew out of NASA research. CTAS also includes the Traffic
Management Advisor (TMA), which is designed to smooth out the
rate at which En Route controllers, who manage cross-country
flights, hand off planes to their TRACON counterparts, who bring
them in for a landing. TRACON controllers would then use pFAST to
schedule the final arrival sequence and runway assignments.

Together, TMA and pFAST demonstrated promising results
at the Dallas-Ft. Worth International Airport. The FAA began talk-
ing about a 3-5% improvement at airports nationwide. But prob-
lems cropped up at Los Angeles International Airport. Suddenly, it
became apparent that what had worked in Dallas wasn’t going to
cut it at LAX, with its more congested airspace and constellation
of smaller, surrounding airports. Tailoring software to match pecu-
liarities of each location is a big issue for many air traffic control
systems, and it looked like pFAST would require extensive rework
every time.

If the project had continued, FAA would have had to either sig-
nificantly expand the budget “or go in with bulldozers and make
every site look like Dallas,” says Free Flight Director John
Thornton.

But the story doesn’t end there. At the same time controllers in
Los Angeles were panning pFAST, they were working with project
engineers on an alternative. By adapting code from the Traffic
Management Advisor, they conceived a new tool, called CTAS
Terminal, that can deliver improvements similar to those promised
by pFAST, while addressing complexities pFAST missed.

For the FAA, spiral development is a way of resolving usability
problems and winning over controllers and their union.

“I think you really do need to have their involvement because if
they don’t want to use [the new system], they’re not going to,”
says Ellen Bass, a University of Virginia professor specializing in
human factors who worked on the FAA’s ill-fated Advanced
Automation System, developed in the ‘90s.

Sometimes what your assessment shows is that your original
plan was way too optimistic, as happened with pFAST.

“A big part of this is not to throw good money after bad—and
that’s why the pFAST decision was so important,” says Amr El
Sawy, general manager of Mitre’s Center for Advanced Aviation
Systems Development, a federally funded research lab.

Jim Marple, a spiral development and risk management expert at
the Software Productivity Consortium who has led training pro-
grams at the FAA, contrasts that with the Advanced Automation
System, which was cancelled after a $2.6 billion investment. In his
opinion, not the consortium’s, “the total problem with AAS was they
didn’t pull the plug soon enough.” —D.C., E.C.
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CHALLENGE: FIXING SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS
The challenge is immense.

Current air navigation systems are organized by assigning
planes to preset flight paths, defined by a series of radio bea-
con codes; flight progress is monitored by radar, with con-
trollers speaking instructions over radio. The FAA would
like to move to a system that makes more use of satellite-as-
sisted navigation, giving pilots moving displays of the other
planes in their vicinity, and decreasing reliance on voices by
adding a digital data link between controllers and pilots. 

First, the agency has to break free of the limitations of sys-
tems designed in the 1950s and ’60s. For example, one of the
backbone systems, the Host Computer System, continues
to run on software written in a dead mainframe comput-
er language, Jovial, and even those scarce Jovial program-
mers still working have a hard time navigating all the
patches that have been applied to the software over the
years. The system has been upgraded by adding new main-
frame hardware, and a new front end was added through
a project called the Display System Replacement (DSR)
that gave the controllers Unix-based workstations.

Host is one of many systems that was supposed to be
replaced by AAS, but the agency is only now ramping up
a replacement project. Under the FAA’s new strategy of
proceeding a step at a time, replacing an old mainframe system
that still basically works just hasn’t been a priority.

The air traffic control system is really several interlock-
ing systems. Airport tower controllers are in charge of land-
ing, take-off, runway assignments, and preventing collisions
on the ground.

Flight arrivals and departures are managed by Terminal
Radar Approach Control facilities (TRACONs), which
track and direct planes from just outside the range at which
they are visible from the tower (about 5 miles) to a range of
40 or 50 miles. Although a TRACON is typically located at
a major airport, TRACON controllers also have to worry
about traffic bound for smaller airports in their region, hel-
icopter flights over nearby cities, and so on.

For years, TRACONs have used the computer system
called ARTS that was originally built by IBM and is now in the
hands of Lockheed Martin, which acquired IBM’s old Federal
Systems business. The replacement for ARTS, Raytheon’s
STARS, wound up running about four years behind schedule.
Both ARTS and STARS track arriving and departing flights
using radar data, display the position of each plane on a con-
troller’s screen, and help with the process of making sure
planes don’t get too close together. There are many versions
of ARTS in use, including some with updated color displays
that rival those offered by STARS, but STARS is supposed to

provide one common replacement system that makes more
use of open standards like Unix and off-the-shelf hardware.

As a departing flight moves away from the airport, TRA-
CON controllers take it to the edge of the area they control
and hand it off to the next control center in its flight path.
Usually, for a cross-country flight, that’s an En Route facility—
one of the air traffic control centers that specialize in manag-
ing the long-haul portion of a flight. Here, the key computer
systems are Host, the legacy back end, and DSR, the more
modernized controller’s workstation. It’s also where URET is
being deployed, as a sort of sidecar to DSR for the second
member of a controller team. While one controller watches
the real-time radar monitor, his partner uses URET’s 20-
minute projections of flight paths to detect and avert con-
flicts that would put one plane into the path of another.

CHALLENGE: MANAGING RISK
The Free Flight office has its home in Washington’s stately
Southern Railroad building, far from FAA headquarters. “Free
Flight was set up to act, look, and feel different than what
people see at FAA,” says acting director Thornton, a one-time
controller who was fired in the 1982 PATCO strike. This is
where spiral development was nurtured, a program office with
its own staff, reporting to Garvey.

As it finishes its $838 million introductory mission
of developing a group of projects called Free Flight
Phase 1 (FFP1), Free Flight internally has the look of a
winner. One indication of its newfound status: original
director Keegan is now overseeing the FAA’s Opera-
tional Evolution Plan, the master blueprint of modern-
ization. “Charlie’s promotion is an example of how the
lessons learned here have moved there,” says Thornton.

Another measure of progress is that Free Flight’s
leaders seem to know when to quit. In September, a pro-
gram called pFast, which figures out the best runway
assignments for inbound planes, was mothballed de-

spite successful deployment and testing at the Dallas/Forth
Worth airport—and $40 million spent.

This is part of the spiral method of assessing risks early on,
before committing to a big rollout. Customizing pFast to
work within the topographies of other cities would have been
prohibitively expensive. “Making it work at six or seven ear-
ly sites would be $100 million extra, and the ROI isn’t there,”
says Thornton. “It’s not a success, but it is an important sig-
nal that we are doing business differently.”

By contrast, Free Flight’s biggest win to date is URET,
which helps reroute planes in flight, including Delta 705.
Controllers love it, and airlines stand to save a lot of money
with it. Models show there is an average possible savings of
one to two minutes per flight in the U.S. Saving one minute
per flight en route would add up to $1 billion in savings per
year to the airlines in terms of fuel, salaries, and depreciation,
says Dave Knorr, Free Flight Performance Metrics Manager. 

“We are going after a portion of that,” he says. “We
saw with the prototypes in Memphis and Indy that we

could capture more than
one-tenth of it.” If so,

URET could generate
savings equal to its

$296.5 million develop-
ment and initial rollout
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�Report of the Software Engineering Institute’s Spiral
Development Workshop: www.sei.cmu.edu/pub/
documents/00.reports/pdf/00sr008.pdf

�Model-Based Architecting and Software Engineering (MBASE),
a guide to Barry Boehm’s work at the University of 
Southern California: sunset.usc.edu/research/MBASE/ 

�White paper on a spiral development for data warehousing:
www.billinmon.com/library/whiteprs/accdw.pdf

�Training available from the Software Productivity Consortium:
www.software.org/catalog/listing.asp?idCapability=103

For more on SPIRAL DEVELOPMENT, see:
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ANOTHER
MEASURE OF
PROGRESS:
FREE FLIGHT
LEADERS
SEEM TO
KNOW WHEN
TO QUIT.

PROJECT PLANNER
HOW TO TWEAK MORE AND
FINISH FASTER, IN LARGE
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.
OPEN THE FOLDOUT (RIGHT).
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budget in just three years.
A large, complex program, with 625,000 lines of code that

had to be integrated with the FAA’s core Host Computer
System, URET is a good example of the spiral development
method in use. Originally developed by Mitre, a federally fund-
ed research lab, the tool was refined in close collaboration with
the controllers and started delivering benefits while still a pro-
totype. A“hardened” version of the tool produced by Lockheed
Martin will be deployed to seven control facilities this year and
the remaining 13 en route centers by 2005.

“Mitre got the requirements stable and let us understand
the human factors. That provides a lot of value,” says Lockheed
Martin URET program manager Diane DeSua. “We reuse the
trajectory modeling algorithms and some concepts, but our
system is totally re-architected.” Because Mitre’s research on
URET dates back so far, the software was a mix of C and PL/1
code that would have been hard to maintain long-term.
Lockheed Martin did a complete rewrite in C++.

Controllers like Ellis and Hardee in Memphis were origi-
nally promised a decision-support tool, but they soon found
that URET made obsolete the paper “flight strips” on which
they had always kept track of a plane’s flight data. Somewhat
narrower than an index card, these strips kept controllers ap-
prised of air speed, altitude, and direction. 

Now data are posted on screen. Constant updates and

easy visibility allow quicker reactions to changing condi-
tions, so they can track more routes further into the future,
optimize flight paths for more planes at once, and get more
information on routing changes to the Host computer. “It
was advertised as a tactical support tool, but we saw that
with a few modifications it could be more than that,” says
Hardee. “It was our suggestion that we be able to send flight
plan amendments directly to the Host computer.”

Knorr says controllers can process up to 60% more amend-
ments, or changes to flight plans en route, and that changes that
once didn’t get entered into the system if controllers were busy
are now available for everyone to see and use.

“We were aware of the spiral approach all the way along,”
says Ellis. Controllers used to getting complete systems
dumped in their laps have had input on usability. “They are
real open to suggestions we have, even now,” says Ellis. True,
says Jesse Wijnjtes, URET project manager at Free Flight.
“We are just now moving into feedback from our initial sev-
en deployments, so we can continue to improve as it rolls out
to the remaining centers next year.” 

Another difference between URET and previous proj-
ects is that Lockheed Martin maintains responsibility for
software maintenance and support, instead of turning it over
to the FAA as has been typical in the past. That makes main-
tenance more expensive for the FAA, but the extra cost is
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?Data warehouse projects often fail for lack
of a spiral approach

Bill Inmon, “the father of the data warehouse,” preaches a spi-
ral approach to building a corporate information repository. He
argues it’s impossible to reach this company-wide goal with-
out first tackling smaller data-mart projects that help decision-
making in individual departments. “If you just walk up and ask
an end-user what he or she wants, they can hardly tell you,”
he explains in one article he has authored on the topic. But
once shown an example of an application, users quickly start
providing requirements and wish lists.

Inmon, though, also emphasizes the corporate benefits of a
data warehouse will never be realized if these departmental
projects are pursued independently. Instead, they should be
used as stepping stones to providing a central place to store
and analyze corporate data. The catch: don’t try to skip steps.

?If a project is low-risk, a spiral approach
may not make sense

University of Southern California professor Barry Boehm says
it’s important to determine when it’s smart to get off the spi-
ral merry-go-round.

Take the known quantity. If you know the project’s require-
ments in advance, you follow a well-understood architecture,
the needs are not likely to change and stakeholders have all
bought in, then it becomes riskier not to proceed down a di-
rect development path, Boehm says. So if the requirements
for the inventory management system you need to install at
your widgets factory are essentially similar to those of the
gadget factory inventory system you implemented last year,
and you’re confident there will be few surprises, then it makes
sense to get off the spiral plan.

On the other hand, if the requirements are uncertain or in
flux, it makes more sense to create a series of prototypes fo-
cused on clarifying project goals.

?A spiral approach can focus stakeholders on
their common interests in a project

At the FAA, this meant overcoming a history of feuds between
its unions and management.

For example, a project to revamp the computer systems for

the air traffic control centers that manage flights over the
oceans required agreement on a common system to replace
software that had been developed independently for facilities
in Ronkonkoma, N.Y., Oakland, Calif., and Anchorage, Alaska.
The FAA selected an Adacel Technologies system that was in
use in New Zealand and asked Lockheed Martin to help with
the implementation.

Since controlling air traffic over the oceans is really an in-
ternational function, other aviation authorities were interested
in taking it over if the U.S. failed to deliver an upgraded sys-
tem. That made it easier to win over the union, says Nancy
Graham, the product team leader at FAA. “They had the same
interest I did in getting the best system at the most reason-
able cost.”

Graham involved the unions in selecting the base software
project, then got them to sign an agreement covering the
changes that would be required and a process for considering
any further change requests. The project required the U.S.’
three oceanic centers to “agree on things they’ve never had
to agree on before,” including not only software but proce-
dures. New procedures, like less conservative standards for
the minimum separation between planes, will also be devised
to take advantage of the more precise navigation possible
with the new system. Compared to those changes, the soft-
ware issues are “nuances,” Graham says.

?Effective spiraling means even “prototypes”
have to venture into the real world

This is one of the most difficult challenges at FAA, where bugs
that would be acceptable elsewhere can have life-and-death
consequences. Still, users provide richer feedback when they
can use a system in production, rather than a test environment.

The FAA managed to put its User Request Evaluation Tool
into limited deployment while it was still officially a research
prototype. URET was classified as an advisory tool, meaning
that it helps plan course changes and detect flight plan con-
flicts, but does not directly control traffic. With the Standard
Terminal Automation Replacement System (STARS), which
controls live traffic near an airport, the solution was to deploy
an interim version, initially deployed to airports with little traf-
fic. This Early Display Configuration still had to be formally
tested and certified, but because it grafted the new user inter-
face onto the existing system, it gave controllers early experi-
ence with minimal disruption to operations. —D.C.

Did you know that:
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chain that depends as much on trucks and trust
between partners as it does on computer soft-
ware. But issues of life and death loom larger
here than in corporate projects, making it much
more difficult to tell users to make do with
whatever functionality their software provides.

“You’ve got to understand people aren’t
telling you the product will be late or the phone
call will be dropped. They’re telling you that it
may be less safe,” says FAA CIO Mehan.

“When our systems lock up, aircraft do not
stop moving,” says NATCA’s Blackmer. He re-
jects the idea that controllers are opposed to all
change, saying many of them are frustrated that
the modernization process isn’t moving for-
ward faster. “The AAS really is the FAA’s
Vietnam. Every time they think of doing some-
thing big, they say, ‘Oh, no, we failed at that.’
It’s so ingrained within the FAA now that it
paralyzes us with inaction.”

And yet, the incremental approach is deliv-
ering progress where before there was virtually
none. “Clearly, ATC is not going to be changed,
en masse, overnight,” says Agam N. Sinha, the
vice president at Mitre CAASD. The FAA de-
signed its Operational Evolutionary Plan to
keep pace with the 30% growth in traffic antic-
ipated for 2010, he notes. “Some people say
that’s not enough because the delays in the air
traffic system are not acceptable today.’’

However, a revised traffic forecast released
in March suggests that the one-billion-passen-

ger milestone the FAA expected to see in 2010 won’t arrive
until 2013. The FAA admits to considerable uncertainty
about how quickly air traffic will recover from the impact of
9/11, but it projects that passenger statistics will continue to
be depressed by about 12% through Sept. 2002. After that,
the agency predicts a return to a growth rate of 4% per year.

Meanwhile, perhaps some real progress is possible. The
FAA has done a better job in recent years of setting perform-
ance goals and trying to manage to them. For example, it con-
tinues to squeeze a higher rate of availability out of key systems
and facilities, having boosted overall availability to 99.56% in
2001, up from just over 99% in 1992. But the fact remains that
the agency is still missing its targets in several key areas, such
as cutting delays and reducing controller operational errors.

“There are people who have suggested what we really
need is a revolution,” Sinha adds. “You can define lots of
good systems that can, maybe, do the job better. But the
question is, how do you get from here to there? If you’re not
able to define that, you’re not able to solve the problem.” �

meant to be offset by better service and responsiveness.
Time will tell if this strategy bears out.

CHALLENGE: STEPPING UP PACE
But URET is not immune from criticism. Former acquisitions
chief Donohue agrees it’s a genuine functional improvement,
but says it was a long time in the making, with the original pro-
totype created in the 1980s. Algorithms that would automati-
cally resolve conflicts between aircraft flight paths were
dropped so URET could be promoted as a “decision support
tool” that controllers would find less threatening, he says.

Mitre officials say the next version of URET will give con-
trollers conflict-resolution capability in a way they like. URET
PARR (Problem Assessment Resolution and Ranking) will
eventually be handed off to Lockheed Martin and refined into
a component of Free Flight Phase 2. The PARR version will
further boost productivity by simultaneously analyzing mul-
tiple alternatives for assigning new flight paths and avoiding
collisions with other planes. For example, instead of experi-
menting with trial flight plans that assign a plane to a differ-
ent altitude until they hit on one that works, URET PARR
would let controllers see at a glance which altitudes will work
(coded green) and which won’t (coded red). Controllers like
this version better because it lets them make the final call.

Clearly, air traffic control modernization is not a pure soft-
ware development problem. It’s a systems development prob-
lem that involves hardware, software, procedures, human
factors, unions, and politics. In some ways, the challenge is
different only in degree from implementing a new supply
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 MORE ON BASELINE ONLINE

� MIGRATION GONE BAD The FAA's move to Unix-
based STARS for approach and departure control has
caused more than a little heartache.
WWW.BASELINEMAG.COM/GROUNDED

� PROJECT PLANNER Reduce the risk of failure with
an iterative approach to developing applications.
WWW.BASELINEMAG.COM/017_PLANNER

Measure Current (2001 results) Goal
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Fatal Air Carrier Accident rate. A
3-year moving average, measured
as a rate per 100,000 departures.

0.037
Read: 0.037 fatalities in
every 100,000 departures
or, 3.7 fatalities in every
10 million departures

By 2008,
reduce this 
to 0.01.

Runway Incursions. The number
of incidents a year at all U.S. air-
ports in which a plane intrudes on
another aircraft’s runway.

404 Goal for 2001:
241

Operational Errors A measure of
controller errors that lead to less
than safe separation between
planes. Measured as a rate per
100,000 departures, landings, and
en route traffic control operations.

0.73
Read: 0.73 operational
errors per 100,000
departures, landings,
and en route traffic 
control operations.

Goal for 2001:
0.5  

SAFETY

SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
Delays. Measured as a rate per
100,000 departures, landings, and
en route traffic control operations.

253 Goal for 2001:
171

Facility/Service Operational
Availability. Percentage of 
time that flight assistance services
are available.

99.555% “Continued 
improvement”

Runways Accessible in Low
Visibility Conditions. Locations
where all-weather landings 
are possible.

1204 Goal for 2001:
1192 

SOURCE: FAA STRATEGIC PLAN, FREE FLIGHT METRICS REPORT FOR DECEMBER

HOW THE FAA MEASURES PERFORMANCE


